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Joy in the Spirit

    American culture has gone out of 
its way to put mothers on pedestals. 
Gail Collins, author of !e Amazing 
Journey Of American Women, said, 
“To raise women’s stature, they 
were given the morality franchise. 
Middle-class society with women’s 
eager cooperation, placed them on a 
pedestal. (It was a good metaphor - 
they got higher status, but precious 
little room to maneuver).” 
    We don’t need pedestals as much as day-to-day respect, 
economic valuation, and acknowledgement for the physical, 
emotional and mental e!ort and consequence of birthing and 
raising the next generation. When we started putting together 
this spring/summer edition of Mamazina, I had no idea what 
to expect. "e stories were all over the place. Some were sad and 
moving. Others were lighthearted and uplifting. "e art and 
photographs people sent were silly, sublime, scarred and joyous. 
    It wasn’t until Karrie McAllister’s story about her C-section 
scars came across my inbox that I started to get a vision, much 
like the puzzled scar she writes about. I asked her to send me 
a photo, and she did. Her sunny, beach-ready body and mid-
belly C-section scar is the perfect metaphor for this edition of 
Mamazina. 
    We are in the process of birthing who we are. Putting the 
pieces in place. Raising our many voices and sharing our 
dreams, intentions and experiences. We’ve been someplace 
deep, and we’re going somewhere unknown, trying to #gure it 
out - together.$Please consider joining our blogging initiative at 
MamaBlogger365.com and share YOUR perspective.$

Joy Rose 
Publisher 
877.7111.MOMS (6667)

Publisher’s Note

Editor’s Note
    Recently, I performed comedy for a 
group of moms who have children with 
cancer. "eir laughter was understandably 
tired.  I felt sad that I hadn’t made 
a di!erence. But as I was leaving, a 
mom approached us and said: “"ank 
you for showing me it’s okay to laugh 
again.” Sometimes the di!erence is there even when you don’t 
notice. "anks to all the writers in this issue who are making a 
di!erence. Hope you enjoy their words.

Jacki Kane
Editor-in-Chief
www.jackikane.com
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Poor !ing
By Jennifer Andersen
$
    I was at the gym yesterday and was surprised by the judgments 
that I made of a fellow exerciser.$"e woman standing across 
from me was the very de#nition of the stereotypical stay-at-home 
mom - poor thing. $She and others like her are the very reason 
that I have always been so resistant to holding that title.
$    Her clothes were mismatched, and she had clearly neglected 
removing a spot on her shirt from a runny nose.$I think my con-
descension was visible as I looked at her and counted my bless-
ings that I had on a new shirt and had put some thought into 
what I would wear that day, even to the gym.
    Her hair was haphazardly thrown back into a ponytail. I sure 
am glad I just had my hair done, I thought. I saw the key belonging 
to her dreadful minivan hanging out of her bag. Sucker…You’ve 
really given up all traces of things that you enjoy, haven’t you?

$    Yes, she was the very example of why I would not let myself 
become a stereotypical stay-at-home mom. You know, those 
women whose conversations cannot seem to leave sleep challeng-
es and picky eaters, or even worse, gush corny sentiments about 
their oh-so-adorable daughter’s #rst steps.
$    Not me. I am cool. I converse about international politics as 
though I know what I am talking about and jam to Dave Mat-
thews Band with my son.$ I put on clothes, real clothes, every 
single day.$
$    She and I have nothing in common. She probably thinks being 
at home all day without intelligent conversation is “cute” and is 
likely even grateful for it. She probably has dinner waiting for her 
lucky son-of-a-gun husband when he comes home from work 
and greets him with a pleasant: “Hello, Dear, how was your day?”
$    My feelings of apathy toward this fellow exerciser grew a bit 
more sympathetic as I watched her struggle to walk a mere few 
miles on the treadmill. Poor thing.
$    "en, the strangest thing happened. She started copying me. 
Every single move I made, she did the same. I pushed the stop 
button, and so did she. I got o! the treadmill, and so did she. As 
I walked toward her, she did the same. Finally, as I approached 
“her,” I nearly bumped into my own re%ection. So I had become 
her after all. Or, she wasn’t who I thought she was.
$
Jennifer Andersen lives north of Boston with her husband and two 
children, ages one and three. Jennifer founded Ponderingjane.com, a 
place that o"ers families practical and emotional support.

Claiming My Own Scar 
 
By Karrie McAllister

    I have some of the best scars a girl could ask for. My three 
children all have their own set to claim, as if I purposely went 
through major surgery just to have their mark tattooed on my 
abdomen.$
$    “"ose are my scars,” says my oldest, and she holds up two 
hands and points to the remains of a laparoscopic surgery I had 
to have while she was 21 weeks, %oating around in a happy warm 
uterus while I lie on the table, crying and praying.$
    “"at one is mine. It’s the biggest,” brags my son, whose 
%ip-%op ability to turn himself in circles managed to wrap the 
umbilical cord around his neck.$
    “"ese are yours,” I point with one hand and shake the other at 
my youngest child, showing her the #stful of stretch marks that 
were probably the fault of the Italian sub sandwiches I craved 
throughout her pregnancy.$
$    For all the marks and scars that have healed in the worst way 
possible, I still proudly wear a two-piece bathing suit. "ere is no 
shame in slices and dices, and no shame in what I have given for 
my children, and I have given a lot.
    But now, I #nd myself facing my own new scar, one I am going 
to earn all by myself. It will belong to no one else but me. Some-
where between nursing babies and catching strep throat from 
my elementary school children, without knowing, I developed a 
swollen lymph node right smack dab at 2:00 in my left breast. 
“Harmless,” they tell me. “Unchanging,” they tell me. “We’d bet-
ter just take it out.”
    As I prepare for a surgery so minor compared to the others I’ve 
had, I can’t help but think of how this scar will match up against 
the others around it. Small and hidden under the con#nes of even 
the skimpiest bathing suit, this scar will belong to me forever 
and always. "ere is no one else to claim it—no one caused it. I 
earned it for no one. Yet, I take full and complete credit. I take 
the credit for being a person who cares enough about her life to 
do what it takes to continue being a wife, mother, and woman, 
even if it means another story to tell and, #nally, a scar to call my 
very own.
$
Karrie McAllister writes and mothers from small town, Ohio.  Her 
column appears in local newspapers and online sites. Read more at 
www.KarrieMcAllister.com. 



A Portrait of Motherhood"
By Veronica Hosking

A portrait of motherhood 

Working day and night 

No rest in sight 

Keeping children content 

Oftentimes overlooked
Making everything right

A portrait of motherhood 

To persevere despite 

Who answers the call 

Oftentimes overlooked
Ready at a moment’s notice

To correct any slight 

A portrait of motherhood 

Who is this white knight 

Oftentimes overlooked
She is cook, nurse, maid

Moving at the speed of light 

Who carries this might 

A portrait of motherhood 

Oftentimes overlooked
Working day and night

Oftentimes overlooked 

Keeping children content 

No rest in sight 

A portrait of motherhood

Veronica Hosking’s poems are inspired by her 
family and appear on hosking.gather.com. She 
lives in Arizona with her husband and two 
beautiful daughters.

Why Not Now?
by Jax Resto
 
    Recently, I ran into an old friend from my circus days, who 
commented that I look the same as I did 25 years ago. I don’t, of 
course. I think I just possess a quality of eternal youth that comes 
from the simple philosophy of Why not now?
    How many things have we passed up in life for whatever rea-
son?$Too young? Too broke? Too busy? Too unconventional? 
    At 36, my$Why Not Now philosophy resulted in my buying 
my #rst drum kit and taking up martial arts—basically I was re-
living my adolescence, except this time, I was married, a mom…
oh, and much cooler. 
    "ough I have a lot less time to do all the wonderful things I 
didn’t do when I was young, single, and$childless, somehow none 
of the former questions:$How do I a"ord it? How will I get there? 
Why wasn’t I born a boy? invade my thoughts. "e only question I 
ask myself is, Why not now? "irteen years, a national gold medal, 
and an exciting music career later, as I watch my child grow 
into a young adult, I try not to focus on the depressing reality of 
getting older. Instead, I wonder what other childhood fantasies I 
reasoned myself out of–and feel myself grow younger with every 
adrenaline rush that screams,$Why Not Now?

Jax Resto ran away to join the circus at 19, where she performed an 
aerial act. She wondered what she could do that would be as ridiculous 
as running away to join the circus? Being drummer in a mom rocker 
band? She started one. Visit Jax at www.reverbnation.com/female-
bandinvasion.

Kymmeshann Sherman, fashion 
designer, illustrator and stylist, 
frames her 3-week-old growing 
baby Khayden. A single parent 
of Khorid, 13 and Khailanie, 2, 
Kymmeshann also works as a cancer 
patient care provider to support 
her growing family. Visit her at: 
www.kymcouture.jimdo.com.

Photo:  Chastity Driver 
www.chastityphotography.blogspot.com



Right Now
By Robin Dutton-Cookston
$
    At the risk of sounding like Van Halen during the ill-advised 
Sammy Hagar days, I would like to talk about this moment. 
About the Right Now.
    Let’s get down to business about what needs to happen right 
now. Let’s get all groovy and Zen and stop what we’re doing to 
focus on this very minute, right now.
    And I’m certainly no expert, but I do know what helps me to 
live in this moment, what helps me to be in the right now and 
not fret about tomorrow or stew on yesterday.
    Right now, I want you to stop what you are doing (which is 
hopefully reading this essay with wide-eyed astonishment and 
bated breath as you hang on every drop of profundity) and go tell 
the ones you love that you love them. Do it. Turn to the person 
closest and say I love you. If you are not with your loved ones, go 
call them. Or send an email. Or write it on their Facebook page. 
Or scribble a Post-it® Note and stick it on someone’s pillow or 
computer monitor. Go ahead. I’ll wait.
    You’re back. Okay good.
    Right now, I want you to take a deep breath. Reach inside and 
pull in the white clean air that surrounds us everywhere. You may 
not see it all the time, but it’s there. Believe me. "en exhale and 
push out old stale dark air and all of the bad thoughts and feel-
ings that have been building up inside for the past few hours or 
days or years.
$    Right now, it’s time.
$    Time to smile. Even if you don’t feel happy. Smile anyway. 
Some really smart science people have done studies proving that 

exercising your smile muscles actually increases your level of joy 
and happiness.
$    Time to laugh. (Q: What did the #rst strawberry say to the 
second strawberry? A: If you weren’t so fresh, we wouldn’t be in 
this jam.)
$    Time to take those bad feelings we talked about earlier and 
close your eyes and imagine that you write them all down on 
a piece of paper. "en throw that pretend piece of paper in a 
pretend garbage can and set the garbage can on #re and burn the 
damn thing down. (In your mind, folks, in your mind. No arson 
charges on my watch, please.)
$    Time to eat good food. Don’t worry about the calories—just 
keep the portions small. Drink wine with friends. (Again with 
the small portions if you are driving or you are a lightweight like 
me.) Make cookies with your daughter. Frost cupcakes with your 
son.
    Time to chase your toddler down the hall and tickle her until 
she screams.
$    Time to forget about the housework and sit for two hours in 
that rocking chair and sing to your baby. "e dust bunnies can 
wait.
$   Time to sit with your big kid and ask about her day. "en look 
into her eyes when she answers. Don’t check your email or play 
with your phone or turn on the game.
    Time to turn up the music that gives you goosebumps without 
feeling embarrassed that Justin Timberlake makes you cry.
    And now, it’s time to turn o! the computer or put down the 
magazine and quit reading this. Time to love the one you’re with.
$
 Robin Dutton-Cookston is a writer and editor who lives in San 
Francisco. Check out her blog at http://thefoggiestidea.wordpress.com.



Surprise!
By Kimberly Dark
$
    My friend and I – both of us queer – were having a discussion 
the other day about parenting.$ I’m not sure of the statistics, but I 
asserted that most people become parents somewhat by accident. 
Or, let’s make it sound less like a car-crash – they are surprised 
by parenthood. Yes, I give profuse thanks to Margaret Sanger’s 
e!orts to help women plan their pregnancies, and to Planned 
Parenthood and the like for continuing that legacy, but let’s face 
it:$ sometimes sex and planning don’t go together. And most 
people still get children by having sex. (Unless they get them 
from a family member who can’t care for them – but aha! "ere 
you have another surprise.)$
    By surprise pregnancy, I don’t mean the participants are merely 
careless. Some are hopeful, lonely or leaving things to fate. Or, 
maybe thinking it wasn’t really that time of month and it seems 
so unlikely and what would that even be like anyway; so wow, 
maybe the hot tub will kill the sperm anyway!$
    Well, I fell into that last category – despite being queer. My 
friend (with whom I was having this discussion) commented on 
aging out of the pregnancy option because gay people just have to 
do so darned much planning to get a kid. "at’s not true for all of 
us, though. Life is big. In my case, I was in college and my son’s 
father was my best friend – and sometimes we, well, you know, 
had a little fun. (And wow, even if you’re young – snap out of it! 
"e hot tub defense is just delusional.) "e fact of the matter is 
that when it comes to parenting, motivations, dispositions and 
family types – one simply can’t stereotype.
    "ree cheers for family planning – it’s great when cognition 
and sex can happen in short succession. It’s also great when a 
variety of family types (including gay, straight and others) are 
respected enough to obtain children in other ways. One can’t 
stereotype about anything, but here are the basics: we all need 
adequate income, healthcare, clean, vibrant public spaces and of 
course, public policies and systems that support families – moth-
ers in particular. (We’re the ones to carry the children and still 
most likely to care for them, after all.)$ We need friends and 
families – in all forms.$ We need the ability to nurture love – all 
the surprises we can.
$$
Kimberly Dark is a writer, mother, performer and professor. She is the 
author of #ve award-winning solo performance scripts. Visit Kim-
berly at www.kimberlydark.com.

!e Hope
By Nancy Gerber
$
    My mother doesn’t recognize me anymore. Sometimes when 
I visit, a bit of light appears in her eyes but quickly fades. One 
Friday, I went to see her in the Alzheimer’s unit just as the resi-
dents were gathering in the common room to sing Shabbat songs. 
I sensed a feeling of expectancy in the air, but maybe it was my 
own anticipation. When I was a kid, I’d loved the Sabbath prayer 
service.$ 
    A member of the activities sta! appeared with a guitar ap-
peared in and began to lead a Sabbath sing-along. I knew all 
the melodies and was enjoying the moment, though every time 
I glanced at my mother, she was withdrawn and unresponsive. 
"en the leader began “Hatikvah,” the Israeli national anthem, 
which means “"e Hope.” Suddenly my mother began chanting 
the words, “Kol od baleylev p’nimah.” As she sang, she nodded her 
head in time to the music, as if reminded of her days as president 
of the temple’s sisterhood. She knew every single word of the 
song. When it ended, she retreated back into her private wordless 
state.
    I hope the next time I visit her, she’ll sing another song.
$
Nancy Gerber is the author of an illustrated booklet, “My Mother’s 
Keeper” (Feral Press, 2010), which chronicles her mother’s struggle 
during the early stages of Alzheimer’s. 
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    "ere are a lot of people — politicos, authors, 
strangers at Starbucks, my mother, to name a few 
— who question the absolute value of the work 
of a stay-at-home mother. While most people 
will acknowledge that it’s a tough and worthy job, 
a woman is not expected to be ful#lled by it; at 
least, if she is, this sense of ful#llment should be 
temporary (they helpfully imply). Linda Hirsh-
man, author of Get to Work: A Manifesto for Women 
of the World, famously said:
    “Women who quit their jobs to stay home 
with their children [are] making a mistake… the 
tasks of housekeeping and child rearing [are] not 
worthy of the full time and talents of intelligent 
and educated human beings. "ey do not require 
a great intellect, they are not honored and they do 
not involve risks and the rewards that risk brings.” 
    Hirshman and others imply that while she 
might feel physically and emotionally drained 
at the end of each day, any mother with a little 
pride and education should rightly feel her brain 
atrophying, her intellect curling up and dying, just 
a little, at the dearth of the real, adult, respect-
compelling components of her days. So of course 
stay-at-home mothers themselves struggle with 
the intellectual depth of what they do. Many, 
while feeling that child-rearing is the best and 
hardest thing they’ve ever done, and ultimately 

!e Stay At Home Mother and Her Brain 
By Peryl Manning

the most important, still worry about their lack of an 
“adult” occupation. 
    "ey worry about not using their brain, as if 
parenting were something just anyone could do 
well, as if at weren’t phenomenally challenging to to 
keep one or more small children happy, active, and 
healthy, day in and day out. But really? Is full-time 
parenting truly such an intellectually poor occupa-
tion? I suggest it is not, and that anyone who views 
it this way has a sadly narrow view of what consti-
tutes intellect, and the use of it.   
    Just watch a mother unload three children from 
car seats at the grocery store, coordinate who will 
be sitting where in which cart (the regular cart, the 
cart attached to the #re-truck which seats only one 
small #reman-in-training, the cart shaped like a 
#re-truck that seats two small #remen-in-training, 
but is almost impossible to steer and will almost 
de#nitely cause a slower shop and surplus of nasty 
looks from the elderly), determining who may need 
snacks or a potty break; watch her enter the grocery 
store and buy everything necessary for a week of 
nutritious meals everyone in her family will actu-
ally eat, circumvent potential meltdowns on the way, 
avoid buying anything from the multitude of candy 
and toy displays calling to her children, pay, and 
successfully pack all the groceries and children back 
into her car, and tell me the whole experience doesn’t 



    I’m smart enough to know that I’m a victim of domestic abuse. 
I’m also smart enough to know that I can leave at any moment. 
So why do I stay?
$    Love.
$    Isn’t that always the answer?
$    I’ve been bruised from head to toe, knocked unconscious, suf-
fered injuries that were visible and others that weren’t. I’ve had to 
make decisions about going out in public because of how my face 
looked and what to wear to best cover my bruises and contusions. 
I’ve had a bank close my account because my signature never 
matched my signature card…but it doesn’t if your #ngers are 
broken, strained and sprained.
$    I don’t like to be hit. It hurts me physically, and it hurts my 
feelings. I know my abuser loves me. I also know my abuser will 
kill me. But I still can’t leave. So now what?
$    I live.
$    I always wanted to write a book, so I did. I’m learning to play 
the guitar. I would like to write songs, too, so I will. "ere isn’t 
any reason to put it o!, is there?
$    I hope the hitting will stop. I hope I don’t get killed in front of 
my children, Q and Ainsley.
$    And if I am killed, I hope I don’t get revived by some well-
meaning EMT or ER doctor. I would hate to have to die like that 
TWICE! I wear a DNR (do not resuscitate) bracelet and have 

paperwork #led at the hospital. But this remains a huge concern 
of mine.
$    "ere was a day recently when my abuser was really out of 
control. "e blows were coming, and coming, and coming.$ I was 
seeing stars and unfortunately lost my footing. Now I was on the 
%oor prone and in real trouble. I reached in my pocket for my 
phone and was able to dial 911 before the phone was thrown out 
of my hands. When the o&cer arrived, I was so relieved! I had 
survived it!
    "en as quickly as it began, calm replaced the savage beast. "e 
police o&cer looked around the room and became hostile to me, 
“Why did you call the police?!” I looked at her with my eye, the 
one that wasn’t swollen shut, and apologized for calling her.
    “My mistake. Clearly.”
    So why do I stay?
    Because, my abuser is my autistic daughter. She is now much 
larger than me and has no understanding of the damage she does. 
"ere doesn’t seem to be a way to stop her. Nor is there anyone 
who can help us. We’ve tried. She has autism, and I’m in stage 4 
autism.

Kelli Stapleton is the Founder and Director of www. BirthStoriesOn-
Demand.com.

!e Stay At Home Mother and Her Brain, Continued from Page 9
involve a staggering amount of intelligence, time management, 
and organizational skills.
$    Might one argue that such tasks, while organizationally chal-
lenging, cannot truly be considered intellectual hurdles? To you, 
I suggest answering a curious four year old’s questions for a day. 
Just a day. You might need to explain to his satisfaction how we 
can be sure that other people exist in the way that we do, and are 
not actually robots that behave like humans — a question many 
great philosophers take on and answer to the satisfaction of no 
one. Or you might need to name your favorite carnivorous and 
non-carnivorous dinosaurs, with reasons and supporting exam-
ples. Or provide a convincing answer to the question of whether 
anything truly lasts forever (Note: a four year old will not be 
satis#ed with the answer “Love.” "ey’re smarter than that.)
$    Anyone who spends time teaching, molding and in%uencing a 

couple of small, bright, and curious children (read: any children at 
all, for they are all, with a little bit of encouragement, excessively 
interested in learning about the world around them), uses their 
brain in as many acrobatic academic and esoteric loops and #gure 
eights as your average accountant, customer service manager, 
family lawyer, or executive at a major co!ee company. I o!er up 
my own brain for examination to anyone wishing to take the 
challenge. "ough I warn you it is prone to leaving its keys in the 
refrigerator and possesses the attention span of a piece of tuna, 
after #ve years of stay-at-home-parenting, I’m pretty sure it’s as 
intellectually agile as the one next door.

Peryl Manning is a freelance writer, stay-at-home mother to two 
almost freakishly active boys and a blogger for the Seattle Post Intel-
ligencer.

Domestic Abuse - Why I Stay With My Abuser 
By Kelli Stapleton







Fostering Motherhood 
By Cara-Leigh Battaglia 
    
    I’m about to turn 45 years old, hold advanced degrees, own 
a #nancial services/insurance business, and am a community 
volunteer. And I am mother (“step”mother, “adoptive” mother 
and “foster” mother) to a 33-year-old “step” daughter, a 4-year-
old “adopted” son/former foster child, and to any of the foster 
children placed in our home on a temporary, long-term or respite 
basis. "ese are all labels placed upon me. I think I’m simply a 
mother. 
    As a “step/foster/adoptive” mother, I’m surprised when some 
see me as a di!erent kind of mother because I haven’t given birth, 
the children aren’t genetically mine, or don’t live with me long-
term.   
    “"e commonest fallacy among women,” said Sydney J. Harris, 
“is that simply having children makes one a mother — which is 
as absurd as believing that having a piano makes one a musician.” 
    Yet the assimilation into playgroups, schools, events, commu-
nity, and recreational activities can be challenging. "ere’s either 
a reaction or assumption that something is “wrong” with the 
children, that I’m a wonderful person for taking them in as some 
service project, or “it’s not the same” as having a child — com-
plete with “what if ’s” and “aren’t you afraid’s” and well-intended 
questions re%ecting some innate human fear of the unknown, as if 
anyone can predict the challenges that one might face in life just 
because of genetics. 
    No, I never was the excited mommy-to-be with nine luxuri-
ous months to ready for an arrival. When I had a baby, I had 
four hours notice, and it was two years before I could adopt him 
permanently. I was his third “mommy.” When others discuss their 
length of labor, my “two years, four hours” meets with laughter — 
but no understanding of what it is to rock a child to sleep every 
night for two years, not knowing if he might be returned to his 
birth family the next day. I’d trade that for 36 hours of physical 
labor, no epidural, and a C-section. 
    "e existing de#nitions of motherhood are inadequate, noun-
or-adjective understandings that don’t embody a less traditional 
understanding. Merriam-Webster.com de#nes motherhood as: 
 

 

 
Dictionary.com de#nes foster-mother as: A woman who is a 
foster parent and raises another’s child.
    How do you comprehensively de#ne motherhood in a world 
that simultaneously devalues it and puts it on a pedestal? Cultur-
ally we either put mothers up on a pedestal of Sentimental Saint-
hood (Mother "eresa, the Madonna #gure, Mother’s Day) or 
the opposite (wicked stepmothers, Mommie Dearest, Oedipus). 
"at dichotomy mirrors some of what I experience — somehow 
a natural birth mother is a sentimental #gure and a non-birth 
mother is one who can never embody the true essence of a 
healthy relationship and the spiritual qualities of love and nurtur-
ing in a pure sense. 
    Motherhood shouldn’t be de#ned as a noun. It’s too active and 
diverse to be captured as a de#ned person, place, thing, concept 
or idea. Motherhood is more than a job, or action, or act of doing 
something. Motherhood isn’t de#nable as a state of being, but as 
a way of being, a way that women think about themselves, fami-
lies, children, and the world. Motherhood embodies more than 
immediate family, it involves relationships and responsibility. A 
mother, after all, gives birth to more than children… to ideas, 
beliefs, ethics, morals, education, emotions, healing; a mother 
puts others #rst and herself last. We mother our elderly parents, 
and our brothers and sisters, our children and grandchildren, we 
nurture ideas, and ambitions and hopes and dreams. We care for 
and heal, we tend —and grow.

Cara-Leigh Battaglia serves on the Board of Directors of the Mother-
hood Foundation, Inc. She lives in upstate New York with her family 
and can be reached at clbattaglia@hotmail.com.



What Did You Do All Day 
and Sexcess Art
By Jennifer Flaten

    Each day, after school, my son hops in the car and asks, “So 
what did you do all day?”$$ 
    Trust me; nothing makes you feel more inadequate than hav-
ing to list your accomplishments for the day to a seven year old. 
To be fair, he is really sweet for asking and he truly seems to want 
to know what I do all day.$$ 
    What did I do all day? Hmm, how do I answer that? Well, on 
a good writing day, I actually got an article #nished or at least 
outlined one and on a super good day, I got an acceptance letter 
or new assignment.$$ 
    On the super-good days (and the wish I had more of them), I 
am more than happy to share what I did with my son.$$ 
    Ah, but on the bad writing days, the days when I stared at the 
blank screen waiting for inspiration to strike…it didn‘t, so I gave 
up.$$ 
    After that I hid out on Facebook playing Bejeweled Blitz for 
an hour (yes, I really have done that), on those days I choose not 
to share that with my son. Really, I don’t think that is a good 
example of how I spent my day. On those days, I just mumble 
something about doing “research” and cross my #ngers; he doesn’t 
ask what kind of research.$$ 
    On a super bad day, I got a rejection letter and there is no way 
I am talking about it, it is just rubbing salt in the wound. So, I 

just distract him with a kid’s favorite question “How was lunch?”$ 
    Most kids don’t have a #rm understanding of what their par-
ents do all day at work, unless the job is something quite tangible 
like doctor (I helped sick people.) or construction worker (I 
#nished the house today.) 
    When you work at home, writing the answer is even fuzzier. 
You can see the kid’s eyes glazing over as you explain how you 
#xed that run-on sentence in paragraph 25.$$ 
    On some days, I am lucky I have interviews with people so I 
can at least say I talked to people….there are days when I don’t 
even talk to anyone all day (No, I don’t count myself or the pets.) 
Ah, such is the life of a writer.

Jennifer Flaten is a freelance writer and jewelry artist who lives in
Wisconsin with her three children, husband and assorted pets. Find 
her at www.dragonandbutter$ydesign.com or email her at $aten5@
sbcglobal.net.






